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Harassme.nt Runs Rampant 
BY LORA HART trailed along"'behind. 
Grizzly Editor Next, the women came back up until reading The Grizzly's Feb. 5 
For the second time in a week Main Street to the 7-11. They Cavorting (Cop' Caught. After 
the ugly sceptre of sexual harass~ pulled in the 7-11 parking lot, realizing the importance of relat-
ment once again shadowed the believing the man had stopped his ing the incident, they contacted 
Ursinus Campus. pursuit. After coming out of the Security and the Collegeville Police. 
Last Friday morning, February ~tore~ the women notic~d the man The police then questioned people 
5, two Ursinus women were fol- 1fl hIS car three parkmg spaces at the Bridge, and having dn idea of 
lowed back to campus, after away. who the culprit might be, showed 
spending an evening at The Perki- The women were now extremely pictures around also. 
omen Bridge Hotel. scared and drove towards Hobson On Sunday morning, Peddicord 
Hall on Main Street. When they and Fulton were contacted by the 
The women left The Bridge at entered Hobson parking lot, they Collegeville Police to identify a 
approximately 12:45 am. As they realized the man was still in pur- car. While down at the police sta-
travelled up Main Street, the driver suit. At this point, Peddicord's car tion, the man in question drove by, 
of the car, Lisa Peddfcord, noticed stalled. stopped, and stared at the women. 
a car closely following, without In a panic, Peddicord restarted They promptly made an identi-
the headlights on. As the women the car and pulled out of the park- fication. 
approached the 7-11 convenience ing lot, driving down German- The culprit, Christopher Stotler, 
store next to the Ursinus Campus, town Pike towards Horsham. The age 19-20 confessed immediately 
the man in the car behind began man following turned off at Speck's. to following the women. He was 
flashing his headlights on and off, Peddicord and Fulton had de- arrested on charges of disorderly 
and attempted to run them off the cided not to report the incident conduct ~nd is subject to fines. 
d -..--• ..-..--• .-..-.-• .-..-.-• .-...-..-....-.---.------• ..-.---
ro:t·thiS point, Peddicord and her ~ Security, Tips for Safe Driving I 
passenger Deidre Fulton became ~ Keep windows rolled up and locked. Intersections and traffic lights ~ 
frightened and headed away' from ~ are favGrite places for wouldbe attackers. Keep your car in gear, if ~ 
campus. After travelling through ~ threatened, blow the horn and drive away. 
~-...;;.~_, Trappe and down First Avenue ~ If you experience car trouble, raise the hood, put on emergency ~ 
they turned down Route 11 J to ~ flashers and stay inside with your doors locked. If strangers stop, ask ~ 
Route 29 and back-tracked to ~ them to either call for road service, or call for police assistance. ~ 
Nintr Avenue. The other car still ~ If being harassed by another driver, don't drive your car into your ~ 
Tapping the Task Force 
~ driveway or attempt to leave the car. Drive to the Security Office, ~ 
~ Paisley Security, or look for the Security vehicle. If not on campus, ~ 
~ drive to the nearest police station or go to an open business for help. ~ 
~ Don't allow your vehicle to be pulled over or stopped. Keep ~ 
~ driving, back up, etc. Write down the license number and report this ~ 
BY MICHELLE GRANDE 
Grizzly Copy Editor 
"How can we tap th~t expertise, 
that insight that only you [stu-
dents] have and react to it?" asks 
Dr. John Pilgrim, Professor of 
Economics, and Executive Asst. to 
the President, as he and other 
faculty members peruse the recent 
presentation of Empowering the 
Life of the Mind, the report of 
Ursinus' Task Force on Educa-
tional Philosophy and Goals. 
The Task Force on Education 
Philosophy and Goals, headed by 
Dr. William E. Akin, Dean of the 
College, was created on Septem ber 
8, 1987, with the purpose of pre-
paring Ursinus' self-study for 1989 
Middle States' college evaluation. 
Members of the task force included 
student Matt Darrin and Mark 
Lesh. Faculty members Dr. George 
Fago, Dr. Thomas Gallagher, Dr. 
Nancy Hagelgans, Dr. Colette Hall, 
Dr. Peter Perreten, and Dr. Victor 
Tortorelli also participated. 
Administrators included Mar-
garet Katz, from the Admissions 
Department; Debra Nolan, As-
sistant Dean of Student Life; and 
President Richard P. Richter. 
Geoffrey Marshall, a member of 
the Board of Directors, and Jan 
Smith, alumna, completed the 
team. 
Members of the task force read 
relevant college literature pertain-
ing to educational trends in the 
1980's to serve as a basis for struc-
turing goals for the 1990's. They 
also reaffirmed Ursinus' tradition 
of undergraduate level liberal arts 
education that continues to remain 
independently, but .voluntarily 
related to the United Church of 
Christ. 
In reaffirming these traditions, 
Ursinus shows that it still emphas-
izes the understanding of peace 
and justice, individual development 
of high ethical standards, and 
community support through inter- tJ.ncident to the proper authorities. , 
dependent personal relationships. $ciiroeder]or-Press-
After numerous revisions, the 
Mission Statement of the college 
was approved on November 12th. 
The statement serves as the col-
lege's standard of measuring its 
progress toward various liberal 
arts goals. 
The task force report also rein-
forces Ursinus' commitment to 
creating a small, residential college 
community as the best way to 
promote personal and intellectual 
independence. Education outside 
the classroom, therefore, is just as 
important as development within 
the classroom, and both students 
and faculty are encouraged to inte-
ract and to participate in the cam-
pus' many activities. Meeting oth-
ers with diverse backgrounds and 
interests also encourages personal 
growth and develops interpersonal, 
relational skills. 
/ 
See pp. 4 & 5 
BY MICHELLE L. GRANDE 
Grizzly Copy Editor 
On August 31, the first day of 
classes for the 1987-88 academic 
year, Dr. Patricia Schroeder, As-
sistant Professor of English, re-
ceived notification from Farleigh 
Dickinson University Press that 
her first book will be published. 
Two weeks ago, the publisher 
presented Schroeder with the award 
for the best new manuscript in 
drama for 1987. 
The book, entitled The Pres-
ence of the Past in Modern Ameri-
can Drama, is based .on research 
which she completed while she 
prepared her doctorial dissertation 
in 1983. 
The book focuses on the achieve-
ments of four distinguished Amer-
ican playwrights before the 1960's: 
Eugene O'Neill, Thorton Wilder, 
Arthur Miller, and Tennessee Wil-
Iiams, and the ways in which they 
incorporate the past into the 
present. 
Schroeder develops two major 
themes throughout the book: she 
analyzes the concept that the past 
See Schroeder P. 6 . 
;. 
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-[IEditorialll 
TIME: January 1988. CASE: Hazelwood School District vs. 
Kuhlemeier. ISSUE: Censorship. 
Last month, the Supreme Court voted 5 to 3, upholding a high 
school principal's right to censor a student newspaper. This 
action is outrageous-a violation of the fifth amendment! 
An informed public is a safe public. Issues such as divorce and 
teenage pregnancy are especially pertinent to young students. 
The issues are here; they cannot be ignored. If teenagers do not 
learn the facts througb an informed press, they will learn it in the 
streets. And then it's too late. 
In his essay Areopagitica, Milton states, "It was from out of 
the rind of one apple tasted, that the knolwdge of good and evil 
as two twins cleaving together leaped forth into the world. And 
perhaps this is that doom which Adam fell into of knowing 
good and evil, that is to say of knowing good by evil." 
The evil topic must be exposed to readers; this is how they will 
learn the right from the wrong. 
It is not the subject matter which should be censored. Instead, 
we should be concerned with the point of view the young journal-
ist takes in presenting an issue. 
I have come to the conclusion that high school journalistic 
training is lacking, and this ultimately reflects on the medium in 
general. Students must learn to write objectively. Too much 
emphasis is placed on opinion, instead of on the importance of the 
facts. This is where the Hazelwood High School failed. An article 
is too often "loaded" with the writer's perspective. Then the issue 
becomes cloudy, and the readers' opinions will tend to sway 
(unintentionally) towards the author's viewpoint. 
High school principals (and college administrators, if some day 
applicable) should not have censorship rights. They should, how-




letters mlJst be typOed and no more than 300 
words. Name and telephone number are re-
quired for verification purposes. letters should' 
be deposited in the Grizzly mail box in Corson 
Basement by 7 p.m. Monday. The Grizzly 
reserves the right to edit all letters. Requests 
for anonymity will be considered by the 
editorial board. 
THE GRIZZLY February 12, 1988 
I Commencing ·the Issue 
Dear Editors: 
I would just like to say that I'm 
really glad that our class is so con-
cerned with commencemment-I 
only wish you could have been this 
concerned in our Junior year when 
there was a chance that something 
could be done. In all honesty, 
we've all known that commence-
ment was coming. I even held class 
meetings in January to inform eve-
ryone of the commencement plans. 
A grand total of 15 seniors showed 
up fqr the meetings which were 
held all week. If graduation isn't 
what you want it to be, it's not 
because you were denied the 
opportunity to help plan it. 
I want to take this opportunity 
to respond to the letters and com-
plaints regarding the 1988 com-
mencement ceremonies. 
Commencement will take place 
in Helfferich Hall, despite the desire 
of the Senior Class to have an out-
door ceremony. I know that makes 
many people unhappy but the 
class officers started working with 
the Administration last year to 
have commencement moved out-
doors. In the fall semester, word 
came back that it wasn't going to 
happen. Jeanne Radwanski, the 
U.S.G.A., and others worked 
really hard to pull it off, but it 
didn't work. Unfortunately, when 
we began making commencement 
plans in our Junior year, people 
weren't as vocal then as they are 
now. 
The search for a well-known 
commencement speaker also began 
in our Junior year. After speaking 
to members of our class and our 
class officers, I went to President 
Richter with a list of about 10 
names for possible commencement 
speakers. The top 3 candidates 
were: Guy Bluford (Astronaut), 
Ed Bradley (60 Minutes), and Dr. 
J . Since the majority of people I 
spoke to wanted Dr. J., President 
Richter devoted his efforts and 
"Ursinus pull" to bring Dr. J. on 
campus. 
After Thanksgiving break, we 
recei ved the bad news: Dr. J. 's 
agent said he couldn't make it 
because of a previous commercial 
engagement. I don't know if that's 
the truth or a load of bull, but by 
the time we got the news, it was 
too late to get another speaker. We 
did try for Ed Bradley, but he was 
also unavailable. 
At this point, we met with Pres-
ident Richter again and tried to 
figure out what to do next. At this 
meeting, President Richter pre-
sented us with some alternatives 
for speakers. To be totally candid, 
they all stunk. We would have had 
a speaker that no one in the Senior 
class liked (if any of you were at 
last year's commencement, you'll 
know what I'm talking about). We 
tossed around and then approved 
the idea of letting the Senior Class 
choose a faculty member and a 
classmate to speak at commence-
ment. Granted, this option doesn't 
ha ve the thrill of an esteemed 
speaker, but it does save us the 
frustration of listening to someone 
we neither know nor like. In addi-
tion, the money that would have 
been spent on the speaker is now 
earmarked for the party/reception 
that we are having after graduation. 
The outdoor procession was 
merely a suggestion that was pro-
posed by the Class of 1987 at the 
last moment before commence-
ment. Since there wasn't enough 
time to plan a procession, how-
ever, the idea was tabled. I thought 
that our class would like to try 
it- after all, if we had an outdoor 
graduation, we would have done it 
anyway. Since there is such oppo-
sition to the suggestion, we can 
easliy drop the idea. Before we 
drop it, however, I would like to 
hear from more seniors in case 
there are some of you who would 
like to ha ve the outdoor procession. 
With commencement right 
around the corner, all I ask is that 
we stop wasting time by complain-
ing about what we can't have. We 
should start working together to 
make what we do have memora-
ble. Pretty soon, you will be get-
ting ballots in your mailboxes to 
nominate a faculty member and a 
student speaker for commence-
ment. I would like to see at least 
85% participation in the speaker 
selection. I'm not going to be 
sappy and beg you all to join 
together and make this the "best 
darned graduation ever". All I ask 
is that you use the same vocal 
power you have been using the 
past weeks to put two damned ' 




Sex 'Still Religiously Private 
BY M. SCOTT LANDIS 
Campus Minister 
Love is in the air. With Valen-
tine's Day in our minds and hearts 
and spring just around the corner, 
it is easy to see why a discussion of 
human sexuality would attract a 
lot of attention. Recently, the topic 
of the sexual roles of college stu-
dents was addressed at an open 
discussion moderated by M. Scott 
Landis, chaplain of the college. 
The religious perspectives of the 
sexual activity of the college stu-
dents was offered by Rabbi Mor-
ton Levine, Jewish Campus Activ-
ities Board; Father John Eckert, 
St. Eleanor's Parish; and Rev. 
Martha Kreibel, Trinity United 
Church of Christ. After a brief 
presentation by the religious pro-
fessionals, students were given the 
opportunity to ask questions or 
challenge the presentations. 
The theological perspectives 
varied. The very conservative point 
of view of the Roman Catholic 
Church states that sex outside mar-
riage is a sin. Sex in the Catholic 
view must be sa ved for marriage as 
it is the "ultimate fulfillment of the 
marriage vows giving the fullest 
meaning" to the vows. The more 
liberal Protestant view raises the 
question "when is onoe married?" 
Does the ceremony itself sactify 
marriage thus permitting a sexual 
relationship or does the marriage 
occur privately through the cov-
enant of the couple? The Protest-
ant view wanted to acknowledge 
the sexual activity of young per-
sons and address striving for the 
ideal of sex within marriage, but 
realizing how human passion may 
win. 
All three presenters referred to 
the fact that human sexuality is not 
a mere physical act. "There is 
more than just friction in a rela-
tionship." said Rev. Kriebel. 
Human sexuality encompasses 
feelings, emotions, and communi-
cations at all levels. Rabbi Levine 
spoke of the situation ethics nature 
of the issue while Father Eckert 
maintained that there is a standard 
which must be upheld. When asked 
if the Catholic church would relax 
it s standards in the next 25 years 
to become more progressive, Father 
Eckert replied, "No." 
The religious communities have 
spoken from tradition, from scrip-
ture and personal opinion address-
ing the current activities, but it 
appears as of religion. like one's 
sexual activities is a very private 
matter. The religion of your choice 
may provide direction, but you 
must decide for yourself. 




Coach Sterling Brown will no 
longer head up the football pro-
gram. I will remember Brownie's 
contributions to the football pro-
gram for a number of reasons. One 
of the most memorable annual 
performances by Brownie was the 
talk he would give to the team 
after the annual banquet. 
When Brownie expressed his 
philosophy of the game he ex-
pressed his philosophy of life. And 
in essence he ex pressed the educa-
tional goal that Ursinus College 
sets for its faculty and students. 
That became explicit last fall 
when he gave what turned out to 
be his last talk to the team as head 
coach. He started his talk by quot-
ing John Amos Comenius, the 
17th century scholar who is consi-
dered the father of modern educa-
tion. Comenius, Brownie reminded 
his audience, held that true educa-
tion was not a process of memori-
zation but a process of develop-
ment that comes from within. 
"When a bird is to be clothed 
with feathers, they are not taken 
from another, but grow from the 
innermost part of the body," said 
Comenius. 
Brownie reminisced in applying 
Comenius's principles to his own 
life. 
"I remember when I was young, 
my parents took me to Sunday 
School and I sang the songs that 
everyone sang. I went to school 
and wrote the letters that everyone 
Frankly Speaking 
t 
BY LORA HART at least once a day) and decide to 
wr~te. However, it was much later Grizzly Editor compose meal of entirely rice, I 
unhl I real1y understood or even How many times did your have to get in line three times to get 
gave any thought to what the § mother say to you, "Clean your any decent ize portion. Is it so 
words of the songs meant or what § plate because there are starving impossible to have a whole plate of 
those letters could spell." § children in Cambodia." rice? Are we saving it for some-
.. Similarly, he said, when he § How many times did you reply, thing else? 
JOIned the football team in school 'G Wh h d h . '~ , reat! Package up this crap and at ever appene to t e 
his mentors used words such as send I't to them." 1 f h I f'll d . . resu ts 0 t at survey 1 e out 
commitment, sacnfice, hard work, W . 
d d d· . B' k' "~ ell, I've got an even better last semester. I certaInly was very an e IcatIOn. ut It too hme lor 'd L " . 
th 
. k' d 1 ea. et's package up Wismer and vocal; I haven t nottced any POSIt-
ese concepts to sm In an '1 . C . . 
b f h h § mal It to ambodia. Certainly the Ice actIOn except for the No Smok-ecome part 0 t e way e ap- "d 'b .... . 
h d I·" ~ 100 can t e much worse that 109 rule now lOstltuted. Which IS proac e lie. h h h . 
For th U 
. d w at t ey ave now. Just wonderful but the lack of 
e rSInUS stu ents he N I' bl ., . 
d II I 
"G ~ ow, m not aming the chef. smoke certamly doesn t Improve 
.rew alfPara e.. rowth reflec- Certainly he can't make "Duck a the quality of the food. 
tIOn, se evaluatIOn are healthy. I l'orange" when all he has are the 
Wismer this year. The people 
behind the service counter are cer-
tainly more friendly and courteous 
that they were my sophomore 
year. I remember one lady who 
used to bawl, "Whaddaya want?" 
and plop the desired entree onto a 
plate before shoving it over the 
counter. 
Cambodia would probably 
return Wismer to the campus. 
However, I guess we shouldn't 
complain too much. After all, lousy 
Wismer food makes going home 
all the more pleasurable. Notice 
that I didn't include my meal 
number in this column. II f § There is a positive aspect to 
urge a 0 you to take time to ingredients for "Pigeon a l'beige." 
reflectonWhyyou~ngiliesongs! So I'm not asking fur haure cu~ ~~-D~S-E-R-V-'C-E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
. h FIRE'-"~N ·t 
you SlOg, w Y you do the things sine; all I'm asking for is decent 
d A I RES you o. nswer the questions: food. .. 
Why di~ I c.om~ to Ursinus? Why . Let's talk some variety for star-
do ! m~Jor In bIOl?~? Why do I § ters. Some of the food wouldn't be 
major lo economICS. Why do I § so bad if it wasn't the same stuff we 
play football? ~ had last Wednesday and the 
"Understand that it is time to Wednesday before that: 
honor y~ur responsibilities that go Take the pasta salad for instance. 
along. Wlt~ the answers to those § We only ever have it on Mondays, 
questIOns.. § and holiday occasions, like the 
.Spo.rts at Ursmus are not enter- § maxi- pad specials. What, is there 
pnses In themselves. !hey are o?e ~ ~ shortage of pasta? Have the Ital-
a.ven~e for the pursUit of our ~IS- lans called a pasta-strike and 
slon lo broad .general educatIOn asked for higher wages before they 
that leads to Ind~p.e?denc.e and make more? Obviously, the stu-
~h~ught~ul responslblltty. It IS grat- § den.t body likes it 'cause 'there's 
Ifymg. to have a colleag~e on the § barely any left by the time I get to 
athlet~cs staff who forthnghtly has § the salad bar. And I always get 
explaIned to students the connec- dirty looks if I ask for more. 
tion between football and informed And how many times a week 
Jiving. can we have chicken patties? Now, 
Richard P. Richter 
SCHRADER'S AMOCO 
460 MAIN ST 
COLLEGEVIL LE PA 





Invite You to 
THE 5TUT7Gf.JT COU~L.. 
I like chicken patties-at least 
they're not the same fake ones we 
had last year-but there's only so 
many times I can have them for 
lunch, and then have baked, or 
broiled chicken for dinner. And if 
there's not chicken patties, there's 
chicken salad, made from last 
night's left-over baked, or broiled 
"The Bridge" 
ArpReCIA.T~7 THESE oPPCX/~G 
rOIt{f? Cf V,~W A~D lT1~ 
Q,ENU'~E CON~RNS OF OUR 
CRiTicS. NOW GET ("'DST! 
1 
,£CREATIVE MEDIA SERVICES Box 5955 Berkeley, Ca. 94705 
chicken! 
We have to' hand it to good old 
Wismer creativity. How about 
those California mixed veggies that 
also double as Italian mixed veg-
gies, the Chefs mixed veggies and 
end up two days later in the Veggie 
soup! And, yummy-yummy, give 
me some more of that Chile soup, 
made from whatever wasn't used 
for those green, grey hotdogs the 
day before! 
Let's use the mashed potatoes to 
fill all those un patched, holey areas 
in the Quad and Old Men's. And 
either the hamburgers, or the 
Wismer footballs (does anyone 
know what these are really called?) 
can be used for floor hockey so 
I ~~£~:~~~~::ii: :h:u~:::~::h l~:: to the amount of food one can have at the time. If I dislike all of the entrees offered (which happens 
"Simply Great" 
Food & Spirits .******* 
*********** 'till:00a.nt. 
We serve our full menu -




from "The Bridge Shop" 
Many Imports & Domestics 
Beers to choose from 
t************************* *. 
Monday-nite Football 




Goals of Liberal Education at Ursinus 
A. Curricular Goals 
The curriculum should afford students with a 
breadth of educational experience that provides them 
with basic intellectual skills, exposes them to a variety 
of methodologies and insights, develops their ability to 
synthesize and integrate knowledge, and to become 
intellectually independent. Throughout the academic 
program, students should be exposed to various 
molds of thinking and understanding so that they 
learn to apply the principles of logical thinking, 
rational discourse, critical analysis, and creative 
imagination . , 
The curriculum should provide numerous oppor-
tunities for integrative experiences. Students should 
take courses in all four years which encourage contin-
uing development of basic skillS'and which encourage 
students to if)tegrate knowledge and to use insights 
and modes of understanding from a variety of disci -
plines. Such vertical integration needs to involve stu-
dents in developmental experiences; that is, the verti-
cally integrated experiences should build on previous 
courses, thereby allowing students to draw on pre-
vious experiences and to expand their powers of criti-
cal thinking. 
1. Communication skills 
Basic skills which enable students to express 
their thoughts with clarity, grace, and logic from 
the foundation of liberal learning. Without the abil-
ity to communicate effectively human communi-
ties are impoverished. With them the individual is 
empowered and the community is enriched . These 
skills cannot be mastered in a single course; they 
must be reinforced and developed in experiences 
across the curriculum. 
a. Effective writing 
In the United States, all educated men 
and women should have the ability to 
express their thoughts effectively in writ-
ten English . This most fundamental skill 
cannot be mastered in a basic skills 
course or courses, but must be rein-
forced constantly in writing experiences 
across the curriculum. 
b. Effective speaking 
The ability to communicate effectively 
cannot be limited to written communica-
tIon, but must include a command of the 
spoken English language. As with written 
expression, experiences in oral commun-
ication should be numerous and diverse. 
c. Study of a foreign 
language 
Study of a language other than one's 
own sharpens intellectual discipline, 
exposes the student to different cultures, 
values, and thought processes, and pro-
vide~ access to the knowledge, insights, 
and literature of other peoples. 
d. Comprehension and use 
of quantitative data 
Students should learn to interpret 
numerical data because much of modern 




2. Fitness and well ness for life-
time health. 
Through a greater knowledge of how we can 
lead healthier lives and through the acquisition of 
skills to maintain physical fitness , we can lead 
more satisfying lives . 
3. Experiences with conceptual 
communities 
Knowledge in the modern world has become 
fragmented . Those who seek knowledge pursue 
their searc h through modes of inquiries - metho-
dologies - and groupings of subject matter for 
study- disciplines - as means of better compre-
hending a portion of the universe. Such groupings 
can be characterized as conceptual communities. 
We find the current system for teaching these 
perspectives is in need of comprehensive revision . 
The current Ursinus Plan requires students to 
take introductory courses grouped in distribution 
areas . Little is done to integrate what is learned in 
one course with other courses so that students too 
seldom see the relationship between basic skills, 
general education, and their major. 
An educational goal of Ursinus is to engage 
students with faculty members in rigorous intellec· 
tual adventures with several conceptual communi-
ties structured in a way as to build on previous 
academic experiences. Such experiences, addi-
tionally, should be reinforced by experiences out· 
side the classroom. Certain fundamental group-
ings otTer experiences most appropriate for a 
liberally educated person . These areas make up 
the heart of the life lived by most liberally educated 
persons. They provide the substantive and cogni-
tive foundation for a life of service and self-ful -
fillment. 
The task force was unable to settle on a com-
plete definition of a set of conceptual areas. How-
ever, it believes that a final list should in one way or 
another aCl ount for the following : 
a. Study of the creative and performing 
arts, literature, philosophy, the history 
and philosophy of science, and history as 
a means of developing non-discursive 
imagination, an understanding of value 
systems, and defining individual identity; 
b. Study in the western and non-western 
context of art , literature, history, and 
forms of SOCIal organization as a means 
of developing historical consciousness 
and understanding of the complexity of 
the human condition; and 
c. Study in the natural sciences, includ· 
ing a laboratory experience, as a means 
of understanding the fundamental impact 
of sCIence on the modern world, and the 
issues in science as they influence the 
individual and society. 
4. Study in depth 
Through the study in depth, students acquire an 
understandmg of the modes and processes of 
inquiry of an academic discipline, learn to appre-
ciate the complex structure of knowledge, and 
develop the ability to make informed judgments 
between conflicting methodologies and interpreta-
tions, and make connections between different 
discIplines . The study in depth may be achieved 
through disciplinary majors, approved interdisci-
plinary majors, or student ·inltiated majors. The 
February 12, 1988 
Tradition: 
experience of studying in depth in one academic 
area normally involves students in the equivalent 
of one year of study in the subject matter of the 
field, and may require the equivalent of another 
semester of study in ancillary areas needed to 
support the study in depth. In all majors, students 
should use primary sources and materials as they 
advance in their studies . 
The study in depth should include a capstone 
experience which involves students in a focused 
inquiry . Such exploration should involve the actIve 
pursuit of new knowledge , insights or ways of 
understanding , and should encourage them to 
integrate the knowledge and insights gained from 
their liberal education. 
5. Explorations 
Because liberal education, at its core, is a 
broadening experience, the curriculum should 
allow students ample opportunity for exploration 
and reflection. Students may wish to structure 
their exploration in areas outside their study in 
depth, in which case they may pursue a minor 
concentration, or they may wish to enrich their 
experience by selecting a variety of courses. 
6. Instructiunal methods 
Students, as beings of intrinsic worth, should be 
active and interactive learners. The goal of devel-
oping intellectual independence for lifelong learn · 
ing is fostered by active involvement in the learning 
process. Professors should encourage students to 
come to an independent grasp of the SIgnificance 
of our vision of liberal education. They should 
avoid the notion that students are merely passive 
receivers of information, lacking the giftsof insight 
and understanding. The teaching learning pro· 
cess should be a deeply social, interactive expe -
rience, refjecting the centrality of community in 
the assumpti'ons. All instructIon should involve 
students in analysis and synthesis. IndIvidual 
faculty, of course, have the freedom to determine 
what pedagogical style best achieves these goals in 
their courses. 
B. Community Goals 
1. Faculty life and culture 
a. Faculty members must be commit· 
ted to teaching undergraduates, must 
care deeply about students as persons of 
worth, and must be profoundly concerned 
about whether or not their students learr~ 
and develop. They should encourage 
students to be active learners inside and 
outside the classroom. 
b. Although the organization of the 
College gives high priority to the aca-
demic departments and it is appropriate 
to organize the educational program 
departmentally, faculty should be com· 
mitted to living in and developing the 
larger academic community that is the 
College. Departments have a respon-
sibility to contribute to the mission of 
liberal education, both at the level of 
general education requirements and 
through the curriculum of the major. The 
faculty, moreover, is an interdisciplinaq; 
pool of scholars. As such, faculty mem-
bers should be willing to risk moving out-
side the narrow constucts of their disci -
pline and explore connections and inter-
relationships between differing ap· 
proaches to knowledge. They should 
support and contribute to the develop-
ment of the larger academic community_ 
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Force Transcends 
.c. In an academic community, learning 
IS not restricted to Courses and class-
rooms. Thus, advising is an essential 
element of the faculty member's life and 
culture. Beyond formal advising, faculty 
should be available to students outside 
the classroom and should encourage 
opportunities to reflect with and work 
with students_ 
d. Faculty must be dedicated to and 
actively involved in the life of the mind 
because it keeps them aware of new 
knowledge, ideas and insights, keeps 
them intellectually active, and allows 
them to be more effective mentors and 
models for students. Thus, faculty should 
be active and inquiring scholars. The 
primary purpose of faculty scholarship is 
to lead faculty members to new insights 
and understanding because it makes 
them better teachers. Thus, the most 
appropriate scholarship is the type that 
supports the faculty member as teacher 
and mentor. 
2. Student life and culture 
a. Students as human beings of intrin-
sic worth should be active and interac-
tive learners. Just as professors and staff 
should encourage students to become 
active and interactive learners, so stu-
dents in the process of becoming inde-
pendent, responsible and thoughtful in-
dividuals must assume responsibility for 
their own lives and actions inside and 
outside the classroom. 
b. Liberal education which empowers 
the intellect, awakens moral sensitivity, 
and challenges students to improve 
society, presumes a reflective student 
body and a community atmosphere which 
encourages intellectual curiosity. To ful-
fill its mission, the college seeks students 
of varied backgrounds who actively 
search for meaning a'nd purpose in their 
lives. 
c. The college experience should en-
courage students to contribute to society 
and to assume leadership positions. The 
varied programs outside the classroom 
should provide them opportunities to 
develop leadership skills and experiences 
d. The residential life should foster a 
commitment to the academic commun-
ity where all members contribute to the 
welfare of the community as a whole and 
to individuals making it up. It should pro-
vide experiences which allow students to 
integrate their academic and residential 
lives, and should foster an atmosphere 
which reinforces the values of individual 
worth, community, and the search for 
knowledge and insight, a life of learning, 
and personal growth. 
3. Community building and service. 
a. Ursin us accepts a responsibility to offer edu-
cational and cultural programs for the benefit of its 
geographical region. 
b . Because liberal education is not a fixed canon 
the College wishes to actively foster experience~ 
which engage faculty, students and staff in an 
"unfinished conversation" about liberal education. 
Such dialog can and should take place in informal 
ways, but it is best encouraged in formal activities. 
IV. Recommendations for Further Study 
l~ 
1. The task force dealt with goals of liberal edu-
cation at Ursinus, not with strategies for achieving 
the goals. The task force recommends that further 
study be undertaken to determine the most 
appropriate means of achieving the curricular 
goals. It should be clear that in recom!11ending 
basic skills and experiences in conceptual com-
munities that the task force was not recommend-
ing specific courses. Rather, it was recommending 
academic experiences that it believes students 
should have. Specific courses may be appropriate 
means of achieving the goals, but they need not be. 
Where specific courses are the most appropriate 
strategies for achieving the desired goal, they may 
or may not be existing courses. 
2. The task force recommends more vertical 
integration in the core curriculum. It finds the cur-
rent "horizontal" approach - a series of independ-
ent freshman level courses which students "get 
out of the way" in their freshman an.d sophomore 
years-to be counter to the precepts of alternative 
models for achieving greater vertical integration; 
Task From P. J 
The report affirms the college's 
commitment to respond to the 
needs of local and regional neigh-
borhoods and accordingly provides 
cultural and educational outlets 
for development. Through art, 
music, drama, and lectures the 
public gains a deeper appreciation 
of art and beauty. 
Through various degrees and 
non-credit programs, non-tra-
ditional students also learn to enrich 
themselves and their world. 
refined and will conflict with cur-
rent practices. Future courses will 
be designed to promote vertical 
integration of knowledge, or the 
idea that education builds upon 
itself and that courses should reflect 
an integrated whole. The one-
to-one connections between col-
lege requirements and a particular 
course are re-evaluated so that 
students learn to apply ski1ls across 
disciplines and do not merely "get 
the requirements out of the way." 
To discuss and implemenl the 
goals of the task force, two new 
task forces were created to develop 
concrete, positive methods for 
change. Akin heads the new task 
force on Academic Programming; 
while J. Houghton Kane, Dean of 
Student Life, he'ads the new Task 
Force on Student Development 
Outside the Classroom. 
The Academic Programming's 
function will apply the goals of the 
college through the curricula and 
faculty and will recommend 
changes to the Academic Council. 
In explaining the main empha-
sis ofthe report, Pilgrim states that 
the goals reflect the question of 
"what are we trying to accomplish, 
not how are we going to do it." 
Various aspects of curricula will be 
Lastly, a major discipline of 
study will be evaluated in terms of 
a unit; that is, the components of a 
major will be integrated through a 
comprehensive examination, se-
minar course, or similar academic 
programs. 
Student Development outside 
the classroom deals with activities 
and residential life and evaluates 
how effectively these things help 
students. See Task P. 12 
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Past Goals 
one would reorganize courses designed to provide 
experiences in conceptual communities in a 
manner that made them sequential, a second 
would be to develop a series of core seminars 
around specific themes. The task force recom-
mends further study of the best means of achiev-
ing greater vertical integration of the core curriculum. 
3. The task force recommends that academic 
departments be asked to study their curricula. 
The departments should address how their pro-
grams contribute to the mission of the college and 
the educational goals expressed in this report. 
Further, they should consider how their programs 
can be modified to better achieve the goals of the 
study in depth component of this report. 
4. The constraints of time prevented the task 
force from fully addressing the question of how 
faculty and staff should' allocate their time and 
energy. The goals recommended, however, do 
stress the crucial role that faculty at a small, resi-
dential, liberal arts college should play outside the 
narrow confines of their disciplines. In interacting 
with students outside the classroom, in building a 
stronger academic community, in developing 
integrative intellectual experiences, while teaching 
and maintaining an active scholarship, the life and 
culture of faculty is demanding and challenging as 
it is exciting .and stimulating. The task force 
recommends further study, building on the data 
contained in the appendix of this report, of the 
most appropriate ways of structuring faculty time 
(including teaching load, professional development, 
advising, and service) to achieve the educational 
goals of Ursin us College. 
5. A longitudinal study should be undertaken 
over the next five years to track how the proposed 
goals are being achieved. 
6. A follow-up study of student life should be 
undertaken to make recommendations of strate-
gies for achi~ving the goals for student life and 
culture. Implied in this report is the belief of the 
task force that students should become more 
reflective . It follows that student time, both time 
spent on the curriculum and in extracurricular 
activities , should be structured in a manner that 
encourages reflection and that the atmosphere of 
residential life on campus should be conducive to 




Speech Exam Announced 
The Communication Art department will hold its exemption 
examination on Monday, February 29, from 2:30 p.m. to 4: 15 p.m. 
Students who would like to be exempted from Communication Arts 
201 (Public Speaking) should register in Dean Akin's office in Corson 
Hall, where they will receive further instructions. 
The exemption exam is offered each semester. Students prepare a 7 
to 9 minute speech from a list of topics and deliver it before members 
of the Communication Arts faculty. [fthe speech earns a grade ofB or 
better, the college requirement is waived. 
s 
FOR QUICK PICK·UP AT 
CALL 
489-6225 
Collegeville Shopping Center 
Our Food Tastes Better 
Because lNe Make It Better! 
UC Student Discount-
20% Off M;embership Fee 
VCR Rentals .......................... $7.95 
Weekend Special ............ $19.95 
Pick up VCR Friday-Return Monday 
Free Popcorn with every rental 
COLLEGEVILLE SHOPPING CENTER 
Rt. 29 and Ridge Pike 
489 - 4003 
Musser Presents 
~unday, Feb. 14 6:30 p.m. 
Musser Lounge 
Mona Lisa 
Wednesday, Feb. 17 7-9:00 p.m. 
Musser Lounge 
German Chat 
Sunday, Feb. 21 6:30 p.m. 
Musser Main Lounge 
Gorky Park 
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Participants "Model" the U.N. 
BY LAURA CASE 
OJ The Grizzly 
From March 28 1988, to April 
3, 1988, several Ursinus students 
will serve as delegates for the 
nation of Cyprus in the ] 988 
Model United Nations. This annual 
program will again be held in New 
York City, the site of the actual 
- United Nations, and includes par-
ticipants from approximately 75 
colleges. most of which are located 
on the East Coast. 
The cost of participation is 
appro~imately 100 dollars, most 
of which includes food expenses. 
The Political Science department 
and USG A are contributing to the 
expenses, and their financial sup-
port greatly reduces individual stu-
dent costs. 
The main purpose of the mock 
United Nations is to learn, through 
Schroeder From P. I 
is a completed unit of time and 
traces methods of the playwrights 
as they develop the present. The 
present then relates to the power-
ful infl uences of the past by using 
the memories and unique expe-
riences of individuals. Schroeder 
notes, "What happens to our con-
cept of time? We tend to think the 
past is over, but it's not." 
However, Schroeder's work i 
not over, for she must revise her 
conclusion and complete an index. 
Copy editing has already begun, 
but she states, "There's really no 
timetable for it (printing the book)." 
Schroeder completed some of 
her research while she was a Ph.D. 
candidate at the University of Vir-
ginia. She also used the library 
facilities at the University of Pen-
nsylvania, and much of the infor-
mation was received through the 
InterLibrary Loan program, with 
the help of Mrs. Margaret B. 
role-playing, about the process of 
politicking. The simulation of an 
actual United Nations session 
encourages active participation and 
listening and understanding the 
procedures of compromise. 
A second purpose of the model 
session is to meet other college 
students. Some larger universities 
and colleges send more than one 
delegation to the session, while 
smaller schools (like Ursinus) have 
onl y one delegation. Each dele-
gation represents one nation and 
receives information related to the 
geography politics, and social 
concerns of that nation. Knowledge 
of the nation's history actions 
within the United Nations, and 
previous votes is crucial to a 
successful model session. During 
the session, all delegations will 
decide what positions they will 
Staiger, A itant Professor and 
Reference Librarian. 
Schroeder is eager to see her 
book printed yet is ready to pursue 
new projects. She states, "I've taken 
this idea as far as I can go with it." 
Her next project will probably 
include analysi of contemporary 
femini t dramas. 
Schroeder greatly appreciates 
the support she ha received from 
Ursinus while she wa completing 
her research. She received further 
funding from the Faculty De-
elopment program at Ursinus in 
the forms of summer research grants 
and release time, both which facili-
tated more in-depth study. Dr. 
Peter Je up, Director of Academic 
Computing, also aided Schroeder 
in typing her manuscript on the 
A pple com puter. 
In the process of finding a pub-
lisher, Schroeder received two 
rejections, both of which provided 
take on different issues and will 
participate in debates and voting. 
Cyprus is an active member of 
the United Nations and serves on 
many committees including: the 
General Assembly, Plenary, the 
General Assembly First Commit-
tee, the General Assembly Third 
Committee, and the General 
Assembly Sixth Committee. It also 
actively participates in the United 
Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development, World Health Or-
ganization, Non-Aligned Confer-
ence, and the General Agreement 
on Trade and Tariffs. Undoubtedly, 
the Ursinus delegation will be active 
in the model United Nations 
session. The experience will prove 
to be eductional and exciting to all 
who choose to participate. 
helpful "substantial comment as 
to why they did not want to pub-
lish my book." She incorporated 
these comments into successive 
revisions and is generally satisfied 
with the content of the book. "It 
still doesn't seem real to me .... I've 
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Showdown Ursinus-Moravian • In Winner-Take-all 
BY VERONICA ALGEO 
OJ The Grizzly 
This is the game evervone has 
been waiting for: arel the 4-time 
defending Southeast Divisional 
champions from Moravian Col-
lege about to be dethroned by the 
young upstarts from Ursinus Col-
lege? or will the Moravian vete-
rans safely retain their title? On 
Saturday night at Moravian Col-
lege in Bethlehem, the fate of these 
two team~ will be decided. 
Moravian and Ursinus are tied 
for first place atop the MAC Sou-
theastern Division. A win would 
put either team (both 9-1 in the 
division) in the driver's seat with 
one game remaining to clinch the 
title. 
For Moravian to win the title 
outright, they would have to beat 
Ursinus tomorrow night (they lost 
earlier in the year to the Lady 
Bears in an 83-74 thriller) and 
then they would have to travel to 
Muhlenberg three days later and 
win at Muhlenberg, where Ursinu 
has suffered its only divisional loss. 
In order for the UC cagers t f; 
have sole possession of the division 
title, they must beat Moravian and 
then proceed to beat Widener on 
Monday night at Widener. 
And the Lady Bears are confi-
dent that they can bring the cham-
pionshi p home. 
"We want Moravian," claims 
starting center Laura Letukas, a 
junior, "Our team's been playing 
so well ... the chemistry's there ... the 
telepathy's there!" 
The team's chemistry definitely 
has been mixing well lately. The 
Bears are the winners of five of 
their la t six games with their only 
loss coming in an exciting 84-76 
contest versus the 16th-ranked team 
in the nation, Franklin & Marshall 
College. 
Ursinus has handled its other 
five opponents. It has beaten Wid-
ener (69-44), Haverford (69-29), 
Swarthmore twice (94-49, 70-54), 
and Eastern College (96-51). The 
Lady Bears are once-beaten at 
home this season and, but are not 
as invincible on the road. How-
ever, they do not plan on the 
home-court advantage be.ing 
a big factor in Saturday night's 
showdown. 
"If we concentrate, if we are 
patient in our play," says junior 
co-captain Bridget Algeo, "then 
we should win. If we're hungry for 
it, then we'll go get it...and there's 
no question that we're motivated 
to go get it." 
Thus, the stage is set and ready 
for the action to begin. Anticipa-
tion mounts in hopes that the Lady 
Bears come back to campus around 
11 :30 Saturday night- riding the 
crest of the division title. 
Hoopsters Vastly Improved 
BY CHUCK SMITH 
OJ The Grizzly 
Night and day. Black and white. 
'Those are two phrases that imme-
diately come to mind when com-
paring last year's Ursinus men's 
basketball team to this year's squad. 
Last year the squad struggled 
through most of the season while 
this year's group is streaking 
towards a conference title. 
Last year the men finished with 
a 12-14 record and 7-3 in the 
Middle Atlantic Conferece's Sou-
theast Division. The mo twins 
they could put together in a row 
were three. For the past six seasons 
Ursinus has been mediocre at best. 
They could beat the 'weaker sche-
duled opponents but could never 
stay with the conference powers. 
That was then- this is now. 
The 1987-88 team is 16-6 
overall and tied for first at 6-1 in 
their division. They have clinched 
their first winning season since the 
1981-82 squad which went all the 
way to the final 8 in Division III. 
At one point this season the Bears 
won 11 out of 12; included in that 
stretch was a six game winning 
streak. But more impressive than 
that was a span in which the men 
won three straight games against 
teams that had been ranked or 
were ranked at the time in the Div-
ision III polls. 
Last season's team did have 
some bright spots though. For 
example, they did finish 7-3 in the 
conference which tied them for a 
playoff spot for the second year in 
a row. And for the second year in a 
row, they lost a special elimination 
game to get that playoff position. 
Special honors did come to a cou-=:111. pIe of Bears. Paul Udovich and 
John Maddox both earned all-
MAC Southeast last season and 
Maddox also gained the division's 
Rookie of the Year. 
But the stars have come out to 
shine this season. Let's see who 
these stars are and what they have 
done to make the 1987-88 squad a 
winner. 
First we'll start with the ol)ly 
senior on the team. Udovich is the 
leader on this team. Udi, last year's 
leading scorer, has taken a back 
seat to the scoring chores and runs 
the team at maximum efficiency. 
The team captain leads the team in 
assists (4.8pg) and is third in scor-
ing, averaging better than 10 points 
a game. 
At the other guard spot isjunior 
Tom Shivers. A year of experience 
has done wonders for this Folsom 
PA native. Shivers leads the tea~ 
in scoring with 15.1 a game- five 
more than his average last season. 
Shivers also lead') the team by hit-
ting for better than 93% from the 
foul line. He leads the conference 
in the same department with a per-
fect 100%. 
That's not all this superhooper 
has done th us far. He was a warded 
MAC Player of the Week for Jan-
uary 11-17. In this span he scored 
30 poihts in a win over Deleware 
Valley, in which he set a confer-
ence record for three-point percen-
tage by going 6 for 6. Two games 
later, he scored a career-high 33 
points in a game against Spring 
Garden. He also broke a school 
record, formally held by Udovich, 
when he went 7-7 from three-
point land in not one game-but 
two! 
Philadelphia has supplied Ursi-
nus with two very talented fowards. 
They are Maddox and Rodney 
Joyner. Both of the 6ft.3in.leapers 
apply tenacious defense on the 
opposition . to make up for their 
lack of size underneath. Both have 
dazzling moves to the basket that 
at times leave the crowd aghast. 
Joyner, averaging more than 9 
points, has come up with some 
great defensive plays at "crunch 
time" in very important games to 
hel p the Bears. 
Maddox, better know as "Ice", 
is hitting for lOa game and is 
second on the team in rebounding, 
averaging t> uv~rds per contest. 
One of the main reasons for this 
year's success has been the play at 
center. Last season the Bears had a 
very steady player at the position 
in then-senior John Ginley. Ginley 
averaged 8 points and 5 rebounds 
a game. This was the position that 
at the start of the season had a big 
question mark. That question mark 
has been answered with an exclam-
ation point. His name: Nick 
Goodwin. 
Shivers had this to say about 
Goodwin: "Nick's better. Gins was 
great, but Nick scores." And score 
he has. Goodwin is second, behind 
Shivers, in scoring with 12.4 per 
game, which almost . triples his 
average from last season. But just 
See Hoo sters P. 9 
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"Reckless'" Wrestlers Rustlin' Victory 
BY BILL CONNOLLY 
For The Grizzly 
Competing with what head 
coach Bill Racich termed "reckless 
abandon," the Ursinus wrestling 
team bettered their record to 14-3-
1 with four crushing victories in 
the past week. 
Last Saturday's home quad meet 
resulted in three decisive wins over 
Lebanon Valley, Western Mary-
land, and Mansfield State. After 
the long day's work, coach Racich 
was pleased with the team's over-
all domination but bestowed spe-
cial praise upon the younger play-
ers. "Since the West Liberty 
Tournament, our guys have wres-
tled with great intensity," he ·said. 
"I'm particularly proud of how far 
our freshmen have come. At the 
beginning of the season, I wasn't 
expecting to start four freshmen. 
But those guys are starting ... and 
they're winning!" he added. 
The Bears defeated Lebanon 
Valley by the score of 32-16; the 
Ursinus line-up featured some new 
faces but all of the Bears wrestled 
tough. After two early forfeits and 
a Leb-Val fall , freshman Mike 
Tyas (142) scored a major deci-
sion over Rod Kalbach. Fellow 
freshmen Matt Becker fought hard 
at 150, but his opponent prevailed 
on riding time. Tom Love, another 
freshman, pinned Leb-Val's Pat 
Eckman in the first period of the 
167-lb bout. Chuck Odgers (190) 
added a major decision to end -the 
Bears' scoring for the match. 
The second match versus 
Western Maryland was expected 
to be tough but the Bears squelched 
that rumor by stomping the Green 
Terrors by the score of33-8. Racich 
admitted that he was surprised by 
the margin of victory, but after 
, viewing films of the match "saw 
that we had executed the basics 
perfectly amd wrestled very ag-
gressively." "Also," he added, 
"those Western Maryland guys 
didn't seem to want any parts of us 
in the second and third periods." 
to an 18-6 major decision. Junior 
Gerry Spadaccini (134) also re-
corded a major decision on a very 
physical bout with W.M.'s Phil 
Key. 
Dan Donahoe triumphed at 150 
and Dave Durst's match with Skip 
Sinak ended in a 1-1 tie. John 
Love (177) excited the crowd by 
scoring an escape and a takedown 
with' less than thirty seconds left in 
his match as he won 5-2. Odgers 
manhandled Rich Hensor at 190 
with ~ 15-0 technical fall , and hea-
vywieght Ron Matthew pinned 
Dave Ross in the second period to 
end the match. 
The 'tinal match against Mans-
field St~te was anti-climactic as the 
Bears devastated their opponents 
43-9. Tim Seislove (118) wrestled 
his first match of the day and made 
it count with an exciting pin in the 
third period. Executing one of his 
"signature moves", amd "air 
throw", Seislove had the crowd on 
its feet and Jeff Woodworth on his 
After a forfeit by W.M. at 118, back with 36 seconds left in the 
Dante Ardite opened his match match. Freshman Vic Zampetti 
(126) in the second period enroute decisioned Britt Shank at 142, and 
*************** 
Donahoe scored a 15-0 technical 
fall at 150 to gi ve the Bears a 20-6 
lead. Impressive freshman Tom 
Love tallied his second first-period 
pin of the day and Durst (167) 
followed suit with a fall scored 
against Mansfield's C.J. Podlaski. 
Odgers bullied his way to his 
second technical fall of the after-
noon at 190, and Matthew also 
repeat~d his earlier feat by pinning 
Joe Shiffer in the second period. 
Several exhibition matches were 
scheduled, and all of the young 
players wrestled tough and bene-
fitted from the experience. Tyas 
and Bitter Brian Kohute pinned 
thier opponents, and Steve Lau-
dermilch returned to the mat for 
the first time this season and scored 
a technical fall. 
This past Wednesday night, the 
Bears extended their winning streak 
to eleven matches with a 36-9 
victory over Haverford. The Bears' 
last home match of the year was 
against a vastly improved Havor-
ford squad, a team that has certainly 
earned Racich's respect. "Coach 
Imgrund has done a exceptional 
job with the squad. Our guys 
wrestled well against some quality 
compatition tonight." 
Seislove put the Bears ahead to 
stay by decisioning Tony Fuentez 
in an exciting match at 118. 
Returning to competition after an 
injury, Kevin Athearn recorded a 
well-deserved major decision over 
Emory Morrison. Haverford short-
ened the length of the match _and 
disppointed the crowd by forfeiting 
three matches. Odgers mistreated 
Devon Smith and pinned him late 
in the first period. Matthew added 
to the carnage by thrashing Ben 
Atkenson in a heavyweight bout 
that cnded in a technical fall. 
The Bears are steadily improving 
and Racich sees the team's ever-
building confidence as a definite 
factor. "Our guys are not tentative 
on the mat. They're not afraid of 
losing and, better yet, they're 
becoming addicted to winning," 
Racich stated. "Ever since the 
West Liberty Tournament," he 
continued, "these guys have re-
cognized their individual potentials 
and are dreaming about the things 
they can accomplish as a team." 
The excitement is building as 
MACs are only two weeks away. 
Sports Beat The Bigger Beam Breakin' Benner 
Fri. 12 
Sat. 13 
' Basketball (W) vs. Delco-7 p.m. 
Wrestling at Johns Hopkins-Noon 





Gymnastics vs. Lock Haven-l :00 p.m. 
Swimming (M & W) vs. F.& M.-2:00 p.m. 
Basketball (jv-W) at Moravian-S:OO p.m. 
Basketball (W) at Moravian-7:00 p.m. 
Basketball (M) at Wa~h. College-7:30 p.m. 
Basketball (W) at Widener-7:00 p.m. 
Swimming (M & W) at Le~ola-6:00 p.m. 
Basketball (jv-M) at Swarthmore-6:00 p.m. 
Basketball (W) vs. Allentown-7:00 p.m. 
Basketball (M) at Swarthmore-8:00 p.m. 
Wrestling at King's-7:00 p.m. 
'Mers Keep Victory Abreast 
The women's swim team has 
just brought to an end a two week 
session of grueling meets. The 
swim min' women began their 
journey with a win over Western 
Maryland' (60-25). This proNed 
especially surprising after an extra 
long 3 112 hour van ride. 
Senior co-captain Heidi Camp 
and Junior Lynne Lawson each 
swept three first place finishes. 
Once again Ursinus was on the 
road; this time the destination was 
Elizabethtown. Although the 
women managed to put forth many 
outstanding swims, they were 
defeated. 
Many first, second, and third 
places were captured but due to 
Ursinus' lack of depth, E-Town 
grabbed those crucial forth and 
fifth points. 
La wson's performance in dis-
tance events gained her first. 
Junior, Jen Hoeberg finished 
first in the backstroke while Camp 
took the 200 1M. 
Junior Cindy Hoyt turned in an , 
outstanding swim and a best time 
in the 100 free (1 :01 ). 
As usual Judy Spangler and 
Jeanne Radwanski nailed down 
the important finishes in the fJy , 
back, and breast-stroke. Freshman, 
Casi Yutzy, managed to turn in 
some fine swims. 
This past Saturday at Ursinus, 
the team met with Susquehanna. 
Despite the losing effort the women 
turned in some fine times~ 
Radwanski captured the 1000 
free, an event shr has never swam 
before. 




Bigger is supposed to be better. 
This expression is used time and 
time again. In sports, the Goliath 
Di vision I schools are supposed to 
defeat the meek Division III 
schools , Not true! Last Sunday at 
the University of Delaware, the 
men's track team competed against 
all three divisions and the results 
were surprisingly impressive. 
All-American John Wood, 
throwing in his first meet in almost 
a month, showed what made him 
one of the best shot putters in the 
division last year. Competing 
against a field riddled with Div-
ision I and II schools, Wood 
claimed second place with a toss of 
51ft., 3in. 
High jumper Rick Lowe also 
fared well against la l ger schools, 
laking tourth with a leap of oft., 
6in. 
The distance team came away 
with a school record and many 
personal bests. The school record 
was set in the 1000 meters by 
Dean Lent. Lent's time of 2:34.20 
was gC'od enough to earn him third 
See Track P. 9 
Gymnast Debbie Benner, a 5-
foot senior from Tannersville, Pa., 
has been named Ursinus College 
Athlete of the Week after breaking 
two school records and setting four 
personal marks in a single meet. 
Benner broke Ursinus records in 
the all-around (30.65 points) and 
the balance beam (8.2) Feb. 3, 
helping the Bears run up the high-
est team total in their 14-year his-
tory in beating Swarthmore. 143.35 
to 88.0. 
Against Swarthmore, Benner 
turned in personal bests in every 
event. Along with the all-around 
and balance beam, she scored 8.35 
in the vault, 7.95 in floor exercise 
and 6.15 on the uneven bars. 
Three days later, she turned in a 
new career high of 6.45 on the bars 
as U rsi n us ( 4-4) breezed past H un-
ter College of New York City, 
136.35 to 118.9. 
Benner, an Ursinus co-captain, 
is hoping to lead the Bears to their 
first winning record in eight years 
after a 6-7 finish last season. They 
stilI have to face Penn, Princeton, 
Rutgers, Army, Navy and Hofstra. 
Benner is majoring in econom-
ics and business administration. 
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Conwell Cuts the Cake 
BY STEVE GALL Cornerstone Management, Con-
Grizzly News Editor well and the Rumblers' booking 
It has been a number of years d fi since Ursmus has had live, big- agency, e med Conwell's musical 
name entertainment, something vision for the group in terms of 
which other colleges, it seems, can creating a distinctive, "raw" sound. 
take for granted. The college has "I wanted to be more driven, 
had its share of good talent, yes, louder, a little wilder than most. 
but on March 25, Tommy Con- Not the wildest band you ever saw, 
well and the Young Rumblers, wiJI just with an edge," Conwell states. 
be appearing here, placing Ursinus The Rumblers have had a tre-
another step above in the area of mendous success on the road. They 
entertainment. constantly fill the clubs into which 
Although the Rumblers have they are booked, and Conwell's 
received airplay on FM radio sta- integrity and power greatly im-
tions such as WMMR, perhaps presses audiences. The band had 
some background is in order, even been broadcast live several 
Tommy Conwell, a Bala Cyn- times, including a Labor Day 1986 
wyd native, formed the group in performance at Veterans Stadium. 
February of 1984. Producing a The Rumblers will bejoined for 
straight-forward rock sound, their Ursinus date by another Phi-
members of the group have become ladelphia band, Picture This. Cor-
Conwell, Paul Slivka, Jim Han- nerstone stated that the group, 
num, Rob Miller, and Chris Ray. which is described as pop- rock, 
is currently a three-piece band 
looking for a keyboardist. Picture 
This includes one member from 
Overbrook, one from Cherry Hill, 
and one from Great Britain. 
Tickets for the show on Friday, 
March 25, are on sale in the game-
room and during meals in Wismer 
Hall. Each ticket costs $6.00 and 
students should be prepared to 
show their college ID. Each stu-
dent is permitted to bring three 
off-campus guests. The doors to 
Helfferich Hall will open at 7:30 
p.m. with Picture This performing 
at 8:00 p.m. Tommy Conwell and 
the Young Rumblers are slated to 
take the stge at 9:00 p. m. 
Confidence is high for this show. 
Consider the event to be another 
striving of Ursinus to compete on 
the level of other colleges, in this 
case, in the social arena. 
PROTECT YOURSElf 
181111ST DI TE RIPE 
Reflect: Success Promising 
When you hear the word rape you probably see 
a brutal stranger suddenly anacklng hiS victim In 
a dark and deserted place But statistics show 
another picture In at least one-third of all reo 
ported rapes. the women knew their attackers 
They were people the women had reason to 
trust-a date a neighbor a classmate. or a co· 
worker 
"Reflections", Ursinus' new night- last semester at the Homecoming 
club, will make its second appear- Dance, and they will greatly 
ance tonight with two acts to appreciate student support when 
entertain music lovers. Fans of they perform tonight. 
A 'date or -acquaintance rapist often IS well· 
mannered. respect1ul . or attentive at first He 
exploits a womans trust to put her In a situation 
where she s vulnerable to sexual attack And 
victims often blame themselves thinking It was a 
result 01 some misunderstanding They forget 
that being forced Into haVing sex. even It II s by 
someone they J<now IS stili rape and an act of 
Violence 
PROTECT YOURSELF 
~When you first date someone you don t know 
well check him out With fnends Arrange to meet 
someplace where there are other people or go 
out With a group 
~Be assertive Clearly and firmly. let your date 
know your limits and when you don t like hiS 
behaVior Be prepared to Withstand pSYChOlogl ' 
cal pressures and to follow up With 'actlons like 
leaVing or screaming for help 
James Taylor will enjoy Dave "Reflections" will be open at 
Binder's presentation "An E ven- 9: 15 in the Wismer Alcove. The 
ing with James Taylor" at 10:00 nigh"lc1ub committee of C.A.B. 
p.m. and 11:15 p.m. Rock music (Campus Activities Board) has been 
fans can dance to the tunes of the working on the problem of in-
Wombats, whose members include creasing space for future night-
Ursinus students Dan Danyo, Matt clubs. Food and drinks will again 
Noll, Paul Fornale, John Biesecker, be served at low prices, including a 
and Joel Menchey, at 9:30 p.m. quarter for a soda and fifty cents 
and 10:45 p.m. for mixed drinks. Plan to come 
~ Trust your Instincts If you feel uneasy about a 
situation stay alert and look lor ways to get out 
Forget about being polite and don t worry about 
being embarrassed 
early to get good seats, bring your 
The Wombats presented a spec- friends, and get ready to have a 
tacularshow when they performed great time! 
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~Oon t get drunk or take drugs Alcohol and 
dnugs decrease your ability to take care 01 your· 
self and make senSible deCISions 
~Oon t leave a party. concert. dance or ball 
game w,th someone you 've Just .met 
~Always be prepared to find your own way 
home Carry change for an emergency phone 
call to your parents or a fnend or enough cash 
fora tax, 
Look o.ut tor l-- TAKE A BITE OUT or 
yoursell • ( IME your friends 
your communIty' .. .
and helpmc .... . 
Track From P. 8 
Hoopsters From P. 7 
as important has been his play 
under the basket. He's averaging a 
team-high 6.6 rebounds a game. 
Nick has some pretty impressive 
statistics in league play also. He 
leads the league in field-goal per-
centage and is second in scoring 
behind Lou Stevens of Widener. 
~ The bench play has been equally 
~ impressive in this season's uprise. 
place and broke his old mark od Both Chris Mulvaney and fresh-
2:34.5 set in 1986. ~ man Pete-Smith have seen a lot of 
In the 5000 meters, John Mar-~ ac~ion t?is season .. Smith has 
tin and Jim Heinze both ran per-~ chIpped m ~ver 9 .pomts a ga~e 
sonal bests. Martin's time of 15:48 ~ from the pme whIle the 6ft.2m. 
are two of the best times in UC' ~ ~ulvaney has shown great defen-
history. ~ SIve artistry on the floor while con-
The other personal record of the ~ tributing almost 5 points per outing. 
day belonged to Jim Doyle in the ~ A couple of the players had a lot 
800 meters (2:02.56) ~ to .say when asked why they thought 
Rich Kobylinski (55), Paul thIS t~am was better. . 
McNally (56), and Brian Riviello ~ ShIv~rs and Goodwm gave a lot 
turned in good times for the 400 ~ of credIt to t~e freshmen ball play-
meters, and the Distance Medley ~ ers. They saId that the freshmen 
Relay took fifth in 10:54. ~ are really good and help the team 
The Bears next meet is tomor- ~ by playing hard in practice and in 
row at' Haverford. This will be a ~ the.ir bench support at away games. 
tune-up for next Saturday's MAC ~ Shivers also added that the fan 
Championship at Widener. ~ support from th~ school this sea-
~ son has really gIven the team an 
emotional lift. 
Goodwin stressed the-friendship 
on the team. "It's easy to get along 
with each other because most of us 
played last season and we blend 
together now," said the 6ft.4in. 
center. 
Udi put is this wa": "This season 
we're a year older and once we 
started winning we began to believe 
in ourselves. We lacked this last 
year." 
Shivers agreed with both Good-
win and Udi. He said experience 
has "meant a lot because most of 
this year's team played last year 
and we are confident that we can 
win." 
Many ingredients have helped 
turn around the basketball pro-
gram. Leadership, experience, great 
individual and team efforts, plus a 
very confident attitude have helped 
make this young team a winning 
one. 
As Shivers put it, "We really 
believe that we can beat the hell 
out of people." 
That's the kind of attitude that 
wins championships. 
Page 9 
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GEORGE BUSH 
HIGH SCHOOL: 
Andov -:'r (Mass.) High School 






Lower Marion (Penn.) 
High School 






McCallie School (Tenn.) 
CLASS OF 1946 
COLLEGE: 










Russell (Kan.) High School 






BY PROFESSOR NICHOLAS O. BERRY 
Special For The Grizzly 
The meaning of the Iowa caucuses is that 
they have very little meaning. In spite of what 
the major media say- one suspects they feel 
obliged to find great meaning in any event that 
is supposed to have great meaning-the only 
important effects of the caucuses will be the 
media hype for the "winners" and the media 
goodbyes for the "losers." 
Iowa is not a very representative state in the 
presidential nomination race. It is not urban. It 
has very few ethnics. It ranks twenty-fifth in 
population. It is singularly orientated to agricul-
ture. Anti its residents are probably the most 
0ld-fashi6nedly pleasant people in America. 
Consider also that only fifteen percent ofthe 
voters bothered to participate. Those that did 
tended to be more committed and ideological 
than the average Iowa voter. Unlike primaries, 
caucuses take time and effort. For the Demo-
crats, their caucus participants are more liberal 
than the average Democrat. For the Republi-
cans they are more conservative than the aver-
age RepUblican. 
On the Republican side, Pat Robertson got 
out his many evangelicals and new-right con-
servatives, all 26,700 of them. Many came by 
bus directly from church suppers. His political 
base of support is an inch wide and a mile deep. 
In a primary with 60% turnout, Bush would 
have outpolled Robertson two to one, even 
See Caucus P. 11 
PIERRE DU PONT 
HIGH SCHOOL: 
Exeter (N.H.) Academy 








Fairfax (Los Angeles) 
High School 




Dole Doles' out Compromise 
BY KEVIN MURPHY 
Of the Grizzly 
Consolidating a stunning over 
fellow candidate George Bush in 
Iowa, Robert Dole heads to the 
New Hampshire primary with a 
new strategy in mind. 
With his impressive 18 point 
lead over the Vice-President, Dole 
has captured the attention of the 
votes. "Now you stop doing visits 
to malls and start making speeches 
to state legislatures," explained his 
advisor David Keene referring to 
his speech addressed to the New 
Hampshire state legislature on 
Februar'y 9. 
Ca:-.Jidate Dole will now focus 
on the issues rather than his infam-
ous witty comments, though his 
one liners serve to spice up his 
campaign. When asked the differ-
ence between Iowa and New 
Hampshire, Dole replied, "Oh, 
about 1 0 degrees." 
Dole is adamant on one prim-
ary issue, the federal deficit. "That's 
the simple biggest threat. Either 
we're going to have to sacrifice or 
we're going to have to ask our 
children to sacrifice. And the only 
problem with that is: Many of 'em 
aren't even old enough to vote." 
The Senate majority leader, who 
has remained a blistering oppo-
nent of federal deficit spending 
long before running for the Chief 
Executive's position, intends to 
make the deficit issue his primary 
attack in New Hampshire, In tac-
kling the deficit, he attacks the 
administrations who took part in 
running them up thereby increas-
ing the pressure on George Bush. 
What type of record does Dole 
ha ve as a Senate leader of the 
Republican party? Dole's record is 
one of a compromise. His suppor-
ters claim that one of his greatest 
strengths is to listen to a lot of 
difficult outside views, then bring 
about a compromise. 
Dole considers himself a con-
servative not an ideological Re-
publican, advisor Keene relates. 
Dole is said to take the vision of "a 
shining city on the hill" and set it in 
concrete. For many Republicans, 
Dole represents a welcome change 
form traditional Reagan optimism 
to more realistic pragmatism. 
However, Dole stands firmly on 
Reagan's side concerning the line 
item .veto (giving the President 
power to veto specific elements of 
a proposal bill), the Strategic 
Defense Initiative, and the INF 
treaty with the Soviet Union. 
He also sides with many of Rea-
gan's foreign policies, such as sup-
port for the contras in Nicaraugua, 
rebels in Angola and the adminis-
tration's reflagging efforts in the 
Gulf. 
February 12, 1988 
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THE RACE FOR THE WHITE HOUSE I 
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BRUCE BABBln 
HIGH SCHOOL: 
Flagstaff (Ariz.) High School 
CLASS OF 1956 
COLLEGE: 
University of Notre Dame 
1960 
University of Newcastle 
(England) 
1963 
Harvard Law School 
1965 
Caucus From P. 10 
though Iowans don't like the Reagan-Bush 
record on agriculture. Dole, from neighboring 
Kansas, would still have won. Iowans like 
neighbors, especially those that understand 
agriculture. They liked Mondale from neigh-
~ boring Minnesota in 1984. 
On the Democratic side, they like neighbor 
Gephardt from Missouri and neighbor Simon 
from Illinois. Gephardt with his trade protec-
tionism did well among organized labor. Labor 
does a decent job on getting its people to the 
caucuses. 
Sure, Dole got a boost. However, he must 
face a still-popular, well-organized Bush next 
MICHAEL DUKAKIS 
HIGH SCHOOL: 
Brookline (Mass.) High Schoo 




Harvard Law School 
1960 




St. Albans (Washington, D.C.) 
Episcopal High School 




Vanderbilt School of Religbn 
1972 
Vanderbilt Law School 
1976 
New Hampshire. ~ew Hampspire is ~ew 
Hampshire, not Iowa. Maybe Bush will stum-
ble in ~ew Hampshire with an ineffective clos-
ing campaign. He will not be able to blame it on 
Iowa. 
America has a long, fifty state process for 
selecting its nominees. Starting with two unre-
presentative states has some effect, but it is not a 
, decisive one. In fact, is anyone state representa-
tive of this vast country? Won't we have to wait 
until Super Tuesday on March 8 and maybe 
even through the primaries in Illinois on March 
15, ~ew York on April 19, Pennsylvania on 
April 26, and Ohio on May 3? 
The real winner in Iowa, if that term can be 
GARY HART 
HIGH SCHOOL: 
Ottawa (Kan.) High School 
CLASS OF 1954 
COLLEGE: 
Bethany Nazarene (Okla.) 
College 
1958 
Yale Divinity School, 
and Yale Law School 
1964 
I used, was M~hacl Dukak~ from non-ncigh- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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JESSE JACKSON 
HIGH SCHOOL: 
Sterling (S.C.) High School 
CLASS OF 1959 
COLLEGE: 
University of Illinois, 






boring Massachusetts. He came in a close third 
among Democrats. Political insiders think he 
~ill be the nominee. He will do very well in 
Northeast, well in the Midwest and on the West 
Coast, and respectably on the South. His run-
ning mate will likely be a Southern senator, 
either Gore or N unn. 
On the Republican side, it will either be Bush 
or Dole. Forget the rest. 
THEe MPAIGN 
TRAIL 
a Person Change His 
RICHARD GEPHARDT 
HIGH SCHOOL: 
Southwest (St. Louis) 
High School 




University of Michigan 
Law School 
BY ANDREA POWER Until the ~ew Hampshire 
Grizzly Entertainment Editor primary next Tuesday, the three 
The outcome of Monday's Iowa Democratic candidates will engage 
caucus brought forth not only chaos in a race to see who can spend the 
about Pat Robertson beating most money on TV and radio 
George Bush for second place in commercials. In addition to fun-
the Republican race, but also the draising in New York this week, 
beginning of an intense race be- Simon has taken out a $110,000 
tween the Democrat front-runners. bank loan to buy commercial time. 
With Richard Gephardt leading And while Dukakis has already 
* ,********************************, 
his fellow candidates with a 27 purchased more than $150,000 in 
percent vote in Iowa, Paul Simon TV and radio ads for New Hamp-
rests closely behind, carrying 24 shire, a spoke person for Gephardt 
percent, and Michael Dukakis fol- said earlier this week that the cam-
lows in third with a 21 percent paign expects to raise a total of 
vote. $400,000 for the candidate's pub-
PAUL SIMON 
HIGH SCHOOL: 
Eugene (Ore.) High School 
CLASS OF 1945 
COLLEGE: 
University of Oregon, 
Dana College (Neb.) 
1946-48 
Prior to graduating 
he started working for 
an Illinois newspaper. 
licity before next Tuesday. 
Besides money, Democratic 
leader Gephardt has spent a large 
amount of time on his campaign. 
Since his first visit to Iowa in 
March 1985, Gephardt has been 
back to the state a record 148 days. 
Was it familiarity, or his stand on 
issues that made Iowan vote for 
Gephardt? The Missouri represen-
tative's most noted idea is the 
Gephardt amendment, which ad-
vocates imposing import quotas or 
tariffs on countries that hold large 




HOME MAILING PROGRAM! 
Excellent income! Details, send 
self-addressed, stamped enve-
lope. WEST, Box 5877, Hillside, 
NJ 07205. (10-14) 
EARN UP TO $5.50 PER HOUh 
Transportation to restaurant, 
one mile from campus, pro-
vided by employer. Flexible 
hours and weekend work avail-
able. Never work later than 
10 p. m. Contact Dave Raible-
ext. 2277. 
Anyone interested in STUDENT 
TEACHING in the Fall 1988 should 
submit a student teaching application 
form by February 19. Applications are 
available in the Education Dept, 
Bomberger or call x2208. (/4-15) 
BABYSITTER NEEDED in my home ' 
for infant. Flexible hours according to indi-
vidual class schedule. Good pay. Call 489-
0924. (J 4-17pd) 
BOOM BUSINESS OF THE 80's 
Start making money from 1st day. 
Company provides equipment, pro-
duct business supplies, and location. 
Top locations are available NOW! 
Minimum investments 8,000 to 15,500. 






Roundtrip air, transfers, 7 nights 
hotel, beach parties, free lunch, 
cruise, free admission to night-
clubs, taxes and MORE! 
CANCUN PACKAGES ALSO 
AVAILABLE! 
ORGANIZE A SMALL 
GROUP, EARN A FREE TRIP! 
Call A-MERICAN TRAVEL 
SERVICES 
1(800) 231-0113 or (203) 967-3300 
(13·15) 
Look for the 
GREAT AMERICAN 
POPCORN MACHINE 
in the Student Center. 
(13-14p) ,#, 
ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS 
PART TIME SALES-$200.00 per week, 
working only 3 hours per evening. Guaran-
tee salary & commission. Ideal for college 
student, homemakers or others who have 
reliable auto, good communication skills 
and a neat appearance. Previous direct sales 
experience a plus but will train the right 
person. Positions are located in Suburban 
Norristown. For more information please 
call Mrs. Burger at 1-345-4882. (J 4-15) 
THE GRIZZLY 
Person From P. ] ] 
t~adesurpluses with the U.S. While 
labor unions are in favor of his 
amendment, others attack it as 
being a form of protectionism. 
"It isn't. My approach says, 
'find the countries that have a patt-
ern of unfair trade practices agai nst 
the U.S. and dispatch the President 
to negotiate with them to get rid of 
those practices. If they won't do it, 
then give the President the power 
to begin penalizing their products 
coming here'," said Gephardt of 
his amendment in an interview on 
the 13-part TV series The Next 
Presl·dent. 
On Tuesday, Paul Simon ac-
cused Gephardt of a "flip-flopping" 
his position on nuclear safety. 
SimoQ was referring to Gephardt's 
1979 \opposition to a bill that 
would\have prevented 'the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission from is-
suing licences to reactors that do 
not hve NRC-approved evacua-
tion plans. In 1987, Gephardt 
changed his position, said Simon. 
In fact, Gephard has "flip-flopped" 
on several issues ranging from the 
MX missle to taxes to health care. 
F or years, Gephardt supported 
an anti-abortion constitutional 
amendment. Now he says in a TV 
interview~ " .. .1 think this ~ndless 
battle in our country about whether 
·C~!,e.~~·· ~ EFLESTlon S 
~'" FEB. 12 REFLECTIONS 
Dave Binder: "An Evening of 
James Taylor" 10:00 pm 
The Wombats 9:00 & 11:30 pm 
Wismer Alcove 
February 12, 1988 
the law should be changed is really In response to Simon's attack 
senseless. Leave the law the way it on his inconsistencies, Gephardt 
is, and give people better options has offered no answers, but has 
and better ability to avoid abor- instead side-stepped the issues and 
tions." called for an end to the mud-
In 1981, Gephardt said, "I would slinging so that party unity can be 
get rid of government in health preserved. Like Simon, Gephardt 
care. I would get rid of govern- had a geographical advantage in 
ment in education to a much Iowa. In New Hampshire; how-
greater extent than we have. I ever, his staying power will surely 
would discharge those responsibil- be tested, and Gephart will un-
ities either to the private sector or doubtedly have some explaining 
to the states." (The New Republic- to do. 
"N eo-Gephardt" 12/] 4/87) -==T=as=k=F=r=o=m==P .=5============= 
Now, the presidential candidate 
advocates closer ties between This report is one of several eva-
luations crucial to Ursin us's self-government and health care as 
well as education. One idea he has evaluation. Pilgrim will later con-
. t t t' d t bine the reports and will write the IS 0 use governmen s Ipen s 0 
encourage graduate study in science, 100-150 page self-study doc-
ument for the Middle States math, engineering and foreign lan-
eval uation. guages. Gephardt also proposes an 
IRA t . I f 11 This study will also include the - ype sa vmgs p an or co ege 
results of several surveys; includ-students, and advocates closer 
ing student, faculty, administration, dealings between schools and cor-
and alumni responses to the porations to have cooperative job-
strengths and weaknesses of the training programs. 
college. 
Gephardt's fickleness is illus- 'Mers From P. 8 
trated once more in the fact that he Camp took the short distance 
has co-sponsored bills both to events with ease, and Hoyt turned 
deregulate health care (Rep. David in a third place finish in the 50 free. 
Stockman 1980) and to restrict the The Ursinus women captured 
health care industry through price the free relay; but despite all the 
controls (Sen. Edward Kennedy top finishes, Susquehana's depth 
1984). gave them the edge. 
LORELEI 
Dinner - 7pm 
Dance - 9pm 
Center City Holiday Inn 
--';~;U-M----t----------PI;n~~fo-ai;~~;---------
t NACA 
Feb. 15 Dr. Robert t 11th Annual 
Ginsberg: ! ARE YOU INTERESTED EAST COAST REGIONAL 
, IN FURTHERING A WE WILL SEND 2 STUDENTS! 
"Report from Hiroshima t NIGHT SPOT AT URSINUS? COMEDY, COFFEEHOUSE, GET INVOLVED! 
Philosopher's t HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO . CABARET FESTIVAL 
Experience" t GAIN SOME NEW IDEAS! 
April 15-16, 1988 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE! 
t 7:30 pm 
~~~~~~~~~~t 
Wismer 
Tompkins Corttand Community College, Dryden, New YOlk 
At the Movies 
MICKI & MAUDE 
Feb. 12 & 13 9:00 pm 
Wismer Auditorium 
For applications and information contact: 
